Standard Welfare
Unit

Office/Canteen Unit
12’ x 8’
The unit has anti-vandal protection on the outside,
manufactured from 1.6mm steel with corrugated side walls
and a high security locking system doors as standard, with
high security shutters. The inside is fitted out with laminate
faced chipboard and the floor is covered in heavy duty vinyl
with a plastic skirting board. There is a heater and ample room
for a large workstation.

Standard Welfare Unit - Groundhog GP360
This unit is suitable for accommodating six persons, which
provides pleasant and safe working environments, ideal
for most types of contractors. Easily towed, one person
operation secured and manoeuvred on site, in less than
3 minutes. It has many safety features that make it a highly
secure choice of welfare unit for on-site workers.

3814 - 12’

Provision for fitting
a sink at a later date

Security Welfare
Combination

Work surface
under sink + counter
storage

Security Welfare Combination - Guardhog
Security and Welfare unit. The Guardhog Mobile Welfare
Unit is the latest concept in 12 Volt technologies delivering
cost effective and environmentally efficient, robust and easy
to use ground lowering, anti-vandal, site accommodation.
The Guardhog Security Units give all users savings by way
of reduced fuel usage, fewer breakdowns and massively
reduced noise pollution. For added security the unit has:
visibility from all 4 side, camera and
monitor installed with night vision
re
technology. Warm water is
Secu
supplied by an on-board heater
mobile
system and comfortably sits up
storage units
to 6 people. It has high security
available
doors and window
g

2438 - 8’

Strip lighting

Pre-installed with robust fixtures and
fittings

Coat + hat hooks
Pinboard

Double power socket

Practical accommodation day and night

3822 - 12’
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2438 - 8’

‘INDORLOCK’
Double doors
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